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1. Introduction
Welcome to My Swinguru, the world’s first truly interactive self-learning golf experience! Using
advanced 3D visualization, My Swinguru analyzes your golf swing and suggests
improvements to take your game to the next level. Developed by Swinguru, makers of
Swinguru Golf Pro used by professional golf coaches worldwide, My Swinguru is a taste of
Swinguru for any golfer who wants to improve their swing being on their own at home, in a
simulator, in your store or at golf tournament-events.
Now on it’s second version, Swinguru has set new grounds for modern swing visualization and
analysis.
Rapid hardware changes and newer cameras now allow for full HD video with the latest Kinect
camera.
My Swinguru software has also changed drastically. Under the hood, My Swinguru has a new
powerful, reliable, precise swing detection and analysis algorithm. The most visible part of the
application, the user interface, has also changed and is more efficient and easier to use.
Finally, the Swinguru Cloud binds the overall experience together and allows all Swinguru
users to meet in a globally and remotely available cloud.
The purpose of this document is to explain My Swinguru‘s user’s interface, their functions,
their usage, and how to best use the application.

Note: From now on, we assume My Swinguru was properly installed, the camera is
plugged in and working. This User’s Guide does not address installation and
troubleshooting. Please refer to appropriate guides for more information on those.
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2. Discover the Swinguru experience
See The Unseen.
With the help of 3D see what your eyes can’t see. Train faster, smarter, easier.
Capture, replay, analyze your motion and balance in real-time.

>
>
>

>

>

Capture:
Automatically capture and record a swing sequence without sensors or
markers.
Measure:
Focus on the motion of the user and accurately measure the most
critical positions and moves during a swing – more than 25 body metrics.
Analyze:
Analyze data in real-time and instantly provide an in-depth swing
analysis, including metrics on balance, rotations, alignment, bend, tilt, flex, lateral and
vertical moves.
Train: Inform the coach and players of characteristics in the swing so immediate
adjustments can be made. Knowing your weaknesses and strengths, visually and in
numbers, is essential.
Store: Access, track, visualize and share swing metrics, videos and data through the
Swinguru Cloud.

Swinguru’s motion capture technology allows unrestricted motion and provides quantifiable
and reproducible 3D data and results immediately.
My Swinguru offers a simplified set of features, allowing amateur players the ability to train
alone at home or in an indoor facility, while receiving real-time full body motion analysis,
customized explanation videos and drills to help getting better.
It is the ultimate personal wireless and markerless swing analyzer for amateur players who are
willing to swing like a pro. Players simply take a swing in front of the 3D camera and My
Swinguru automatically and instantaneously record and replay players’ swing, detect their
main swing characteristics and provide a detailed and personalized feedback on each of them.
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3. Main features and benefits explained
Automatic Motion Capture
All of this is based on a single and affordable 3D infrared sensor. Automatic motion capture
makes it very simple to use but also more intuitive. Whenever you are ready to swing facing
the camera, your motion will be automatically recorded without having to operate the system
nor wear markers or bulky equipment allowing you to train as you play.
Instant Motion Feedback
While replaying the player’s motion, the software performs a technical analysis at key
moments and compares it against some of the sports specific motion fundamentals. Step-bystep analysis means players can instantly identify problem areas and start working on it.
In-depth Analysis Breakdown
My Swinguru will act as your personal coach, verifying the quality of your motion (swing)
mechanics and providing you with a detailed report, highlighting areas for improvement. My
Swinguru tracks extensive key areas of your body – head, shoulders, spine, elbows, knees
and feet – enabling a sophisticated analysis of body motion.
Personalized Tutorials & Drills
The system features over a wealth of personal instruction and corrective drills powered by
Jim McLean (Top 5 best golf teacher by Golf Digest). It will help you understand your swing
characteristics and provide the drills to fix it.

Side-by-Side Comparison
Easy comparison with professionals by synchronizing two different motions, automatically
matching the key moments. All visual markers that are drawn on the reference motion are
instantly and automatically drawn on yourself, allowing you to easily discover where
differences.
Monitor Performance Over Time
The ‘Swinguru Cloud’ is a feature designed to help the athlete track aspects of their
performance over time. It monitors athlete’s averages and will highlight areas of their game
which need improvement. It is available online, anytime, anywhere through the internet based
online Swinguru Cloud.
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4. Swinguru Cloud
The Swinguru Cloud is a cloud-based online platform that interconnects all user groups
through a unique interactive and digital learning experience. It is the central hub for coaches,
instructors, professional and amateur players to:

•

Upload, store and access saved data, screencast and recorded lessons videos;

•

Track stats and progress;

•

Share videos;

•

View our collection of explanation and drill videos designed to help players improve their
swing mechanics;

•

Communicate with our private instant messaging system about each swing that is
uploaded.

With your Swinguru Cloud account, you can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access any recorded swing uploaded to your profile, prolonging the learning experience
after the session is over;
Access all your swing data and statistics, including those from lessons with your coach or
academy instructor;
Track your progress over time by comparing your statistics against your overall average or
trend, using the dashboard;
Review your swing diagnostics and check performance for all swing characteristics;
Access professional training content (swing characteristics explanation & drills);
Share your swing videos and statistics with your coach, recruiter, friends, and family;
Leave comments and discuss your swings with your coach, using our instant messaging
system;
Watch and learn from videos (incl. comments and audio) uploaded by your coach or
academy instructor.
Publish and share your swing videos and statistics on social media;
Get recruited by promoting your best swing videos and statistics to your favorite Schools
and Universities - even the Pros;
Easily import list of players in the Swinguru app;
Edit and manage your profile (for coach and players);
Access the latest news from Swinguru to learn more about our new features and product releases.
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5. User Interface and Controls
5.1.

Controls

The application is designed to be controlled primarily by gesture but can also be controlled by
mouse and keyboard.
The following actions cannot be made with gestures:
!
!
!
!
!

Modify Settings in the Settings tab
Select a swing characteristic in the Screening window or in the window of Swing’s
preview
Switch between key moments on timeline toolbar
Switch between key moments in the Screening window
Select a specific moment on the timeline toolbar

Mouse and keyboard will be used essentially for text input when needed such as profile
creation (email, nickname).
The user can accomplish the following actions with the mouse:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Click Back and Confirm buttons
Click on the hidden menu to open it
Click on the opened menu to hide it
Scroll items in the menu
Select an item from menu
Modify settings in the Settings tab
Click Play/Pause button
Switch between key moment on timeline
Switch between key moments in the Screening window
Select a specific moment on the timeline toolbar
Click on a swing characteristic in the Screening window or in the window of Swing’s
preview
Screencast a replay video

The keyboard allows the following actions:
!
!
!

Enter and delete text data (nickname, e-mail)
Select Back button (Esc)
Select Confirm button (Enter)
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5.1.1. Gesture Navigation
Navigation by gesture uses a very small number of gestures.
Throughout the user experience, the gestures from the Table 1 are supported.
It is important to know that the hands used for gestures are the same for lefty and righty (left
for Back gesture and right for Confirm gesture).
Table 1 - Gestures used in My Swinguru 2.0
Gesture

Movement

Menu

Raise your right hand
and swipe from right to
left

!

Trigger the menu when it is hidden

Confirm

Hover an item in menu
with the right hand and
hold the hand on it for 2
seconds

!

Select an item that is hovered in the
triggered menu

Scroll

Raise your right hand
and hover an arrow
above (to go up) or
below (to go down)

!

Scroll up/down in the menu

Back

Raise your left hand
and swipe from left to
right

!
!
!

Hide opened menu
Go back to previous level of menu
Close notification

Pause/Play

Raise your right hand in
front of your chest and
press and release it

!
!

Pause a video that includes a timeline
Un-pause a video that includes a timeline

Screencast

Hover the Cloud icon on
the top of the screen
with your right hand and
hold your hand for 2
seconds on Cloud icon

!

Start a screencast of the screen that has a
cloud icon on the top

Home

Hover the Home icon
on the top of the screen
with your right hand and
hold your hand for 2
seconds on Home icon

!

User is forwarded to the main menu
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5.2.

User Interface

5.2.1. Menus
Every screen contains the Menu on the right.
Menu can have two states:
1. Opened, the menu is shaded and appears in overlay of the background picture

2. Hidden, the menu represents a small shaded line with icons in overlay of the background
picture
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Menu includes the following elements:
! Title
! List of options
! Highlighting of the hovered option
! Arrows up and down (if the number of options exceed the height of the menu)
If the option in the menu is enabled, it is highlighted with the blue line in the hovered states

If the option in the menu is disabled, it is highlighted with the grey line in the hovered states

Once an option is hovered in the menu, the preview screen with the option’s content appears
on the left of the screen.

Drop down menus
The way to use the drop-down menu is as follow:
! you first have the ability to select one of 6 (maximum) main items
! once you scroll (down or up) you may select one of the 6 items
! when you scroll down to the bottom of the 6 items and get to the last one and
continue downward, it will select 6 new items and repeat the process until there are
no more items underneath.
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5.2.2. Instruction and explanation windows
Instructions and explanations are displayed in a shaded text box in overlay of the background
picture as shown here.
Instructions and explanations include the following elements:
! Title
! Body text

5.2.3. Back and Menu/Confirm Buttons
Back and Menu or Confirm Buttons are situated at the bottom of the screen and refer to the
Back and Menu or Confirm gestures.
Here are rules for the display of the Menu or Confirm button:
•

If the Main Menu is hidden, the icon for Menu gesture is displayed.

•

If the Main Menu is displayed, the icon for Confirm gesture is displayed.
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The following combinations of buttons are possible on the screens:
1) Only Menu or Confirm
2) Back and Menu or Confirm

5.2.4. Depth map
A depth map is displayed on every screen of the application
It is placed on the bottom right of the screen, next to ‘Confirm’ and is visible with user in color
mode:
! Blue user is detected in front of camera
! Green user is in setup position and system is ready/waiting for the user to swing
! Red on the borders if nobody in front of camera

5.2.5. Profile information
Profile information is situated on the top of the screen and is visible on every screen after a
player selected his profile.
Profile information may include the following elements:
! Player’s avatar
! Player’s name
! Selected club*
*Selected club is shown on the screens of the Record mode and of Replay mode
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5.2.6. Viewports
The application will display 1 or 2 viewports (maximum). Depending on the option selected in
the replay menu, it will vary between one and two viewports.

5.3.

Help

Gesture navigation is very easy to use, however only after surpassing an initial learning curve.
To help speed up the learning of gesture control, a gesture tutorial and a general usage
tutorial will be available within the application. The user can access the Help from the Settings.
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This tutorial should be shown each time on start-up after Welcome screen but the user will
have the possibility to skip it or disable a tutorial display at start-up in the Settings.
The gesture tutorial screen is divided into two major parts and contains the following elements:
1) Explanation part:
a) Title: Gesture Tutorial
b) Gesture title
c) Gesture description
d) Illustration of the
2) Training part:
a) Illustration with the Swinguru interface that should be used by a user to
accomplish a gesture
3) Exit button
4) Progress visual
In order to go to the next screen, the user should accomplish the gesture described in the
current screen. Once a gesture is accomplished, a notification ‘Well done! You got it!’ appears
over the screen and a screen with the next gesture appears automatically. At the same time,
the progress visual is updated.
At the end of the gesture tutorial a notification ‘Congratulations! You’ve learned navigation
gestures!’ appears over the screen and the user is forwarded to the Main Menu screen.
At any time, the user can select Exit (via Back gesture or clicking on the Exit button) to skip
the tutorial and to be forwarded to the Main Menu screen.
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6. Registration
6.1.

First application start

1. The user launches the application by clicking on the Swinguru icon from the desktop.
2. The application detects it is not registered yet and requests you to register

3. The user selects ‘Registration ID’, provides the RegID using the keyboard and clicks
Submit
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4. The application will check the license through Web Service and will confirm the
registration is complete.
5. Once complete the application will go to the Main Menu.
6. If any of the steps above fail, the application displays a message and invites the user
to restart the registration process, back to step 2
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7. If there is no Internet connection during the registration, the application displays a
message ‘No Internet connection’. User can either select Exit from the menu or select
Back to go to the Registration menu.

6.2.

Application start and registration check

1. The user launches the application
2. The application verifies whether the registration is valid by exchanging with the
Swinguru HQ server to verify the license validity (Web Service)
3. The application shows the main menu
4. If the license cannot be verified online due to missing internet connection, license
check is performed locally and offline check is incremented
5. If maximum offline checks is reached, the application displays a message instructing
user to connect his computer to the Internet or to contact support. User can either select
Exit from the menu or select Back to go to the Registration menu .
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7. If the license check fails, the application displays a message instructing user to add a
valid Registration ID or contact support. The user has possibility to enter Registration ID or
exit the program (Exit button)
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7. User Management & Online Swinguru
Cloud Connection
7.1.

Login

When the user launches the application, after he registered, he gets to a ‘Welcome’ login
page. He will have to choose from the main menu between the following options:
!
!
!
!

Existing users listed in the menu (5 maximum)
New profile
Delete profile
Exit

With gestures Scroll and Confirm the user can select the option he wants. Explanation of each
option will appear on the left on the screen.
Important to note that synchronization with the Swinguru Cloud will request internet.
There are few particular cases for the profile options:
!
!

If there are 5 created users, the option ‘New profile’ will be disabled
If there are no created users, options ‘Delete profile’ and ‘Login’ will be disabled
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7.1.1. Existing profile

Once Log in option is selected, the user will view the list of existing users.
The information about a user profile is displayed on the left and may include the following
elements:
! Profile picture
! Nickname
! E-mail
! Handedness
! Gender
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User can change Handedness option from the Settings. Other options (profile picture,
nickname, e-mail) cannot be modified in My Swinguru, it is possible via Swinguru Cloud.
If the user is already registered, he can select an existing player through following steps:
1) Hover a user
2) Select a user
In most cases, the user does not need to enter his username and password: the system
automatically verifies the correspondence between My Swinguru user data (login and
password data saved locally) and Swinguru Cloud data (user’s login and password for
Swinguru Cloud account). Connection to internet is needed here.
There are some cases where user is invited to enter his password:
1) For security purposes, the system invites a user to confirm his password (one that is valid
for Swinguru Cloud account) every month. Internet connection is needed here.
2) If the user modifies the password in Swinguru Cloud and MySwinguru detects such
modification, the system invites the user to enter the new password. Internet connection is
needed here.
In both cases, the following sequence of actions is observed:
!
!
!

User selects Log in from main menu
User selects a user
The screen ‘Password Verification’ appears

!

User enters existing password (for the case 1) or a new password (for the case 2) and
Submit
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!
!
!

The system checks the correspondence of the entered password with the user’s
password for Swinguru Cloud.
If the password is correct, a Main Menu screen will be opened
If the password is not correct, a screen with the title ‘Invalid password’ appears. The
user has two possibilities:
○ Enter the correct password and submit
○ Go back (via Back gesture/button) to return to the Log in menu

If the computer is not connected to the internet, the system should detect it. The user can
nevertheless select his profile to access the MySwinguru functionalities but the system will not
be able to verify the login/password correspondence and send data to Swinguru Cloud during
the session. This information would be displayed on the screen under the information about
user’s profile.
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7.1.2. New profile

*Compulsory
** Keyboard usage is mandatory here as it is needed for validation purposes
To create a new profile, the user should perform the following steps:
• User should select ‘New profile’ in the menu on the right.
• User should enter personal details selecting the corresponding options in the menu:
a) Enter email using keyboard** and click Submit.
b) Enter nickname* using keyboard** and click Submit (user’s nickname is
limited to 10 characters maximum).
For email and nickname input, a real-time validation of the format is
accomplished by the system. If one of the compulsory data is not entered,
the Submit button is disabled.
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c) Go to Additional Info option, enter handedness*, gender* and birthday* and
click Submit.

d) Go to Picture option, select ‘Take picture’ and follow instruction on the main
center screen and click Confirm (optional, webcam needed (e.g. one from
Kinect)).
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User should click Submit to confirm profile creating.
•

If the computer is connected to the Internet, when the user inputs an email, the request
is sent to Swinguru Cloud to check whether there is an account registered under this
email. If there is no Internet connection, Email Address option will be disabled.
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All profile data and session data will be stored locally (no synchronization with Swinguru
Cloud).

New account in Swinguru Cloud
If the entered email is not attached to a Swinguru Cloud account, a new account in Swinguru
Cloud will be created after the user created a player in My Swinguru. The email of the player in
My Swinguru will correspond to the email in the Swinguru Cloud account. There is no
possibility for a player to modify his email in his My Swinguru profile, only in his Cloud account.
Only option in My Swinguru is to create a new user with different email.
The user will have to validate his Swinguru Cloud account and choose a password through the
confirmation email that will be sent to the user’s mailbox.
Here below is the process of the Swinguru Cloud validation when a new player is created:
1) Email validation => check => needs to be connected to internet
2) Send confirmation email to user
3) Authentication in Swinguru Cloud
Online the user has access to his Profile page in Swinguru Cloud where he can fill in more
detailed profile information.

Synchronization with the existing account in Swinguru Cloud
If the account in Swinguru Cloud is detected, the system offers to proceed with account
synchronisation.
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The user has two possibilities:
1) Synchronize accounts selecting Synchronize option in the right menu
2) Select Back to return back and enter another email
If the user selects Synchronize option, he will be invited to enter a password for Swinguru
Cloud account to finish the synchronisation. Once the password is entered in the input field, it
is sent to Swinguru Cloud for verification. This step is needed for data protection.

In case the entered password does not correspond to the Swinguru Cloud account’s
password, a screen with the title ‘Invalid password’ appears. The user has two possibilities:
1) Enter the correct password and select 'Confirm'
2) Select 'Back' option to return to the screen for email input
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Once the password is validated, the user returns to the 'Create profile' screen, the options
(email, nickname, additional info) are filled in automatically in accordance with the profile
information from Swinguru Cloud.

Local account in My Swinguru
There are two cases when a local account (profile) is created:
1) There is no Internet connection during the account creation and profile data cannot be
sent to Swinguru Cloud
2) The user did not fill in email field during the account creation
In this case, some features will not be available in the My Swinguru app:
! Swings are stored during the session only, no swing data from previous sessions at
startup
! No synchronization with Swinguru Cloud, as a consequence, Swinguru Cloud account
is not created
○ Screencast feature will not be available.

7.1.3. Anonymous login
In this release there is no way to use My Swinguru without using a personal profile, you will
need to create one of the 5 profiles allowed. There is no “Anonymous” profile available by
default.

7.2.
!
!
!

Swings management

Swings will be saved during session only, when the user closes the application,
recorded swings and their related data and video will be deleted
Swing data and results will be automatically uploaded to the Swinguru Cloud if
connected to Internet while using My Swinguru.
User will have the possibility to upload the screencast of his swing to Swinguru Cloud
clicking on the corresponding button. Later, the user can either watch this video in
Swinguru Cloud or download it on his computer via Swinguru Cloud
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8. Application description and features
8.1.

Navigation Diagram

For simplicity My Swinguru has a minimal number of different screens. The high-level flow
diagram is as follows:

The diagram shows options available in My Swinguru 2.0 and the navigation towards the
options.
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8.2.

Timeout

There are two cases when the system initiates timeout:
1) No user detected in front of the camera for 60 seconds
2) No user activity detected in the application for five minutes
If the user is logged in the application (has selected a profile), there are two possibilities for the
timeout behaviour:
1) If the current screen is different from the Main Menu, the system will go back to the
Main Menu
2) If the current screen is the Main Menu, the system will ask to Try harder! Go on! Take
a swing!.

If the user is not logged in the application (in the Registration menu or Profile menu), the
system times out as described here above.
For example, if the user was in the Record mode, the timeout will activate in two stages:
1) If the timeout condition is fulfilled, the system will go back to the Main Menu screen
2) If the timeout condition is fulfilled again, the system will show above Timeout picture
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8.3.

Main Menu

The Main Menu screen is considered to be the main screen of the application once a player is
selected.
The menu of the screen offers the player the following options:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Record
Replay
Scoreboard
Settings
Logout
Exit

The Main Menu screen does not include Back button. In order to return to the ‘Welcome’ login
page, the player should select Logout from the main menu.
Left explanation window will be filled with the explanation of the hovered option.
As soon as one of the following options is selected in the Main Menu - Record, Replay,
Scorecard, Settings, Logout, Exit - a Home icon appears on the top of the screen next to the
Profile information. The user can select the Home icon via gesture or via mouse.
Once Home icon is selected, the user will be forwarded to the main page of the Main Menu.
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8.3.1. Record
Record tab is designed for the swing recording.

Club selection
When the user opens Record mode for the first time during the session, he is invited to select
a club.

There are two steps for the club selection: first, the user selects a club type, second, he
selects the club category for the selected type. The order of the club options corresponds to
the order in the table herebelow.

Club types

Club categories

Default club

-

Wood

!
!
!
!

W1
W3
W5
W7

Hybrid

!
!
!

H2
H3
H5

Iron

!
!
!
!

I2
I3
I4
I5
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!
!
!
!

I6
I7
I8
I9

Wedge

!
!
!
!

PW
GW
LW
SW

Putter

!

Putter

Default club option corresponds to the default club to be selected in the Settings.
The club selection is available anytime in the Record mode.
There are two ways to access the club menu:
1) User can select Confirm (via gesture, mouse, keyboard)
2) User can click on the club icon in the profile information area
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Record mode main loop
Once the club is selected, the process of “swing recording” is being initiated. The process of
swing recording in the Record mode represents a loop (it is called Main Loop) that is shown
below.

During the main loop, the following states are observed:
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State 1: System displays “Set-up mirror screen”.

In state 1 camera starts sending 2D video and 3D information to the computer and Swinguru
will start a quick automatic 3D scene calibration to adjust for camera orientation. At the same
time, the player sees real-time video of himself in the viewport.
Menu button calls the menu with the club selection and Back button leads to the Main Menu.
State 2: System detects and captures a swing. System will trrigger a sound meaning “Swing is
detected”.

In state 2 the player sees himself making a swing in real-time.
Menu button calls the menu with the club selection, Back button will lead back to state 1.
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If the player selects either Menu or Back or goes back in set-up position, the captured swing
will not be saved.
State 3: System processes the captured swing so that it appears in the Swing Library

In state 3, a modal screen ‘Processing swing’ appears with a static picture and a progress bar
that corresponds to the progress of the video upload to Swing Library. There is no possibility
for the user to select Back/Menu or use other gestures/buttons. Modal screen will be closed
only after swing has been processed.
State 4: System provides “Short Replay”:
a. Left area shows video replay
b. Right area of the screen is populated with the view type that is selected in the
Settings
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In state 4 the player sees a continuous Short Replay in the left viewport. There is no way to
stop, pause or replay a Short Replay.
The right viewport can be one of the following screens (depending on the selected Settings):
! Screening
! 2D Full View
! COM (Center Of Mass)
During the initial replay the player can select Menu to go to club selecting menu, select Back
or take a set-up position to go back to state 1.
It is important to note that State 4 is optional and will only take place if the setting 'Short
Replay' in the Replay tab of the Settings is 'ON'. If the option Short Replay is disabled in the
Settings, State 4 is skipped and the system goes back to state 1 after state 3.
State 5: After Short Replay, system goes back to state 1.

Colored frame and visual markers
During states 1 and 2, colored frame will be displayed

1) No golfer detected.

2) Golfer detected.

3) Address position.
Waiting for swing.

4) Swing detected,
recording.

Colored frames 1-3 can be displayed during state 1.
If a golfer is in front of the camera, he should position himself with feet and head visible within
the two horizontal lines. To be correctly recorded, the player must see his whole body in green
in the little box on the bottom right of the screen. If the player’s body turns red, he should go
forward or backward in front of the camera.
Colored frame 4 is shown during state 2.
Visual markers will be displayed only during the Short Replay.
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Camera not detected
If no camera is present or detected, a warning message will kindly invite you to check if the
camera is correctly connecte to the computer before you launch the application.

The player may select 'Back' button to return to the Main Menu or select 'Menu' button to
switch club.

8.3.2. Replay
Replay mode can display one or two viewports.
It is important to know that swing characteristics are clickable. Once the player clicks on the
swing characteristic, he is forwarded to the 'Swing Characteristics' section with the swing
characteristics selected where he can access an explanation video or drills for the swing
characteristic.

Timeline toolbar
Every viewport that contains a video (not a static picture) includes a timeline toolbar that may
contain the following elements:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Timeline
Key moments
Pause/play button
Next frame button
Previous frame button
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Play/Pause options can be controlled with gestures or mouse, other options are clickable only
with mouse.
The player has may click with the mouse on a key moment point (2) or on anywhere on the
timeline toolbar (1) to forward the video.

Continuous replay
Continuous replay is the type of video replay in the Replay mode that plays in loop as opposed
to the short replay which is played only once right after the swing.
Here are the characteristics of the Continuous replay:
1) The player can pause/play or rewind a video using the timeline toolbar
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2) By default the speed of the replay would be ¼ real-time (the speed is adjustable in the
Settings)
3) Replay would pause at each key moment for 1 second
4) Replay would pause for 1 second at the end of the swing before it replays again.
5) Visual markers selected from the settings would be displayed on the screen

Swing Library
The swing library is a library containing swings of the current session (My Swings) and
reference swings of professionals (Pro Swings) that are available in the application.
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The main menu of the swing library is shown when the player selects Comparison mode.
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My Swings

'My Swings' screen includes the following elements:
1) Menu with a list of swings made by the player during the current session. If there are
more than 6 swings, the menu becomes drop-down list. The name of a swing in the
menu corresponds to the following rule [club - time of the swing - global score]. Global
score is put in the colored circle
2) Preview screen on the left displays the information about the hovered swing from the
list and is visually divided into video part (on the left) and data part (on the right).
Video part includes a static picture of the swing and data part is populated with the
following sections:
a) Global Score
b) Club
c) Key moments:
i)
Setup
ii)
Top
iii)
Impact
iv)
Finish
d) Main Swing Characteristic
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Pro Swings

'Pro Swings' screen includes the following elements:
1) Menu with the list of pro swings available. If there are more than 6 swings, the menu
will become a drop-down list. The format of the video name is supposed to be the
following: [name of player - club].
2) Preview screen will display a static picture and the name of the hovered pro swing.
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Replay options
When the player selects Replay mode, he is invited to select one of the swings from the
current session. Once done, the player can call the menu to select one of the following views :
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

2D Full View
Screening
Comparison
COM (Centre Of Mass)
COP (Centre Of Pressure)
Swing Characteristics

As soon as the option is hovered in the menu, it’s preview will be displayed.
2D Full View

2D Full View mode is designed for swing replay in Full HD. It has single viewport that will
occupy most of the screen.
2D Full View viewport includes the following elements:
! Video in Full HD
! Timeline toolbar
! Visual markers if any selected from the settings
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Screening

Screening screen will display two viewports:
1) Left viewport with the swing preview
2) Right viewport with the Screening data
Left viewport contains the following elements:
! Cropped video
! Timeline toolbar
! Visual markers if any selected from the settings
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Right viewport will display the following elements:
! Global score (out of 100) is based on the number of swing characteristics detected
! The icon of the cup (or any other icon) with the motivating text (the cup/icon will vary
according to the score)
! Club used during the swing
! Score for each key moment that is based on the swing characteristics detected at a
key moment: Setup - Top – Impact - Finish
! Detected main swing characteristics are shown for each key moment
! Colors underlining the scores will vary with the score ranges.
As soon as video plays (continuous replay), the corresponding key moment is highlighted in
the right viewport and main swing characteristic corresponding to the key moment are shown.

Comparison

Swinguru allows to easily compare one of your swings with another one or against one of the
reference swings by synchronizing the two different swings, automatically matching the key
moments. Comparison option allows not only to compare swing videos but also all its related
data such as Screening, COP, COM for both swings in dynamic view.
As soon as the player selects Comparison mode, the following sequence of screens is
observed:
1) Swing Library is opened allowing the player to select a swing from the category 'My
Swings' or 'Pro Swings'
2) As soon another swing is selected, the 2D View comparison screen is displayed
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3) If the user calls the menu (using Menu button or clicking on the menu on the right), he
will be allowed to select different comparison modes. Each mode will display two viewports,
one for the main swing (left viewport) and one for the swing to compare with (right viewport).
•

2D View : 2D View mode will display two cropped videos of selected swings (see
above picture).

•

Screening : Screening mode corresponds to the Screening view in the Replay mode

•

COM
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•

COP

Screening mode will be disabled in Comparison mode if at least one of the selected videos is
a 'Pro Swing'. This restriction is linked with the fact that there is no Screening mode for
reference 'Pro Swing'.
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COM (Centre Of Mass)

COM screen will display two viewports:
1) Left viewport with the swing preview
2) Right viewport with the COM data
Left viewport will dispaly the following elements :
! Cropped video
! Timeline toolbar
! Visual markers if any selected from the settings
Right viewport contains data about centre of mass for the selected swing.
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COP (Centre Of Pressure)

COP screen will display two viewports:
1) Left viewport will display the swing preview
2) Right viewport will display the COP data
Left viewport will dispaly the following elements :
! Cropped video
! Timeline toolbar
! Visual markers if any selected from the settings
Right viewport contains data about centre of pressure for the selected swing if any Boditrak
pressure mat is connected to the computer and enabled in the Settings.
In case at least one of the conditions is not fulfilled, a warning message will be displayed
inviting the user to connect the pressure mat or enable it in the Settings.
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Swing Characteristics

This section contains the Swing Characteristics detected during one swing.
Once the option Swing Characteristics is selected, the number of characteristics in the Main
Menu will vary. When the number of characteristics is more than 6, the menu becomes a drop
down list.

If no swing characteristic is detected, the option Swing Characteristics in the Replay mode will
become unclickable and the message ‘No Swing characteristics! Congratulations!’ will be
displayed in the explanation window.
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Once a characteristic is selected, a screen with the characteristic explanation appears.

In the explanation screen the user can accomplish the following:
1) Select Back to return to the list of Swing Characteristics
2) Select Confirm to access to Play Video functionality in the right menu that allows a user
to view predefined explanation video.
a) Only one explanation video is available for each Swing Characteristic.
b) To play the explanation video, the user should select Play (via gesture/mouse).
Once the video is ended, it stops automatically. To replay a video, the user
needs to select Play again (there is no auto replay).
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In case user is not connected to the Internet, Play Video option will be disabled in the right
menu, however, explanation text will be available in the explanation window on the left.

Screencast
This option allows the player to screencast a replay video and the screen’s activity in the fullscreen mode and to upload it to the Swinguru Cloud to be able to view it later or download it
from there. Screencast feature will upload a video to Swinguru Cloud under the user’s account.
Internet connection is mandatory for uploading.

In Replay mode, any video that has a cloud icon on the top of the application, next to Profile
information and Home icon, can be screencasted.
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Here is how to screencast a video:
1) Player should select a screen that has a screencast icon on the top.
2) Via gesture or via click on the icon the player should initiate screencast.
3) During the screencast the swing will be replayed and the whole screen will be
recorded.
4) As soon as the screencast is over, the uploading screen will be shown informing the
player about video uploading to Swinguru Cloud. In the uploading screen the picture is
static. The progress bar of the uploading screen corresponds to the progress of the
video upload to Swinguru Cloud.
5) Once the video is uploaded, the screen returns to the previously selected screen (one
that was screencasted). The screencast icon will become blue and unclickable that
means that the screen has been screencasted. Screencast gesture will not initiate
screencast anymore.
If there is no Internet connection, a warning message will be displayed after clicking on the
screencast icon or making screencast gesture.
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8.3.3. Scoreboard
If there is swing data available, Scoreboard option is available and an explanation window
appears.

If the user did not make any swings during this session, the Scoreboard option cannot be
selected and the explanation message appears on hover (see 08 - 06 - Scoreboard - No
swings).
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When the user selects Scoreboard option, a list of clubs will appear in the menu, the first club
is hovered and swing data related to the selected club will appear in the explanation window
on the left. It will display only those clubs for which a score and swing characteristics are
available. Clubs will be listed from the most frequent club to the less frequent club.

The explanation window will include the following information:
! Average score for the selected club
! Best score for the selected club
! Selected club
! Average score for each key moment with the selected club:
! Statistics overview:
○ Number of swings made with selected club
○ Session time (for all session)
! 4 Main swing characteristics for the selected club
As soon as the user hovers another club in the right menu, explanation window on the left will
be updated accordingly.
To return to the Main menu from Scoreboard option, the user should select 'Back'.
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8.3.4. Settings

The Settings tab includes 5 options:
1) Profile
2) General
3) Replay
4) Visual Markers
5) Help
Once the option is hovered (with the mouse or with the gesture), the window with the
corresponding settings will appear on the left where the player can modify settings. There is
no possibility to edit settings with gestures or keyboard, only mouse is available for editing.
Settings will be applied and saved for a specific profile and not for all.
Every screen with the settings option includes the information about:
! Registration ID
! S/N (Serial Number)
! Version number

Profile
Profile settings will include the below options. By default, the following settings are selected:
! Handedness: Right-handed
! Default club: I6 club
If the user fills in the information about Handedness in Profile, Handedness in the Settings fills
in correspondingly.
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If the user does not fill in the information about Handedness in Profile, Handedness in the
Settings tab acquires default value.
If the user modifies Handedness in Settings, it will be modified automatically in the Profile
information and vice versa.

General

General settings include the following options:
! Language (in My Swinguru 2.x, only English is available)
! Sound level
! Video speed (replay)
○ 1/½/¼/⅛
! Reverse image (reverse 2D Full View video in Record and Replay modes)
○ On / Off
By default, the following settings are selected:
! Language:
English
! Sound:
50%
! Video speed (replay):
¼
! Reverse:
Off
! Default view in Short Replay: Screening
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Replay

Replay settings include the following options:
!
!
!
!

Short Replay
○ On / Off
Default view in Short Replay (enabled if ‘Short Replay’ is On)
○ Screening / 2D Full View / COM
Stop at a Key Moment
○ On / Off
Pause timing (enabled if ‘Stop at a Key Moment’ is On)
○ 0.5 sec / 1 sec / 1.5 sec / 2 sec

By default, the following settings are selected:
! Short Replay:
On
! Default view in Short Replay:
Screening
! Stop at a Key Moment:
On
! Pause timing:
1 sec
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Visual Markers

Visual marker’s screen contains a picture of the player with the possible visual markers (on the
left) and the description (on the right). By default, all visual markers are disabled. Once a
visual marker is enabled, it will be automatically drawn on all videos in Replay mode except for
explanation and drill videos and during the Short replay in Record mode.
There are 8 different visual markers possible:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Head top
Head right
Head left
Foot right
Foot left
Hip right
Hip left
Center feet vertical line

To view the description of the visual marker, the player should hover a corresponding visual
marker on the picture of the player at the left. After this, the description will appear on the right
of the window.
To select a visual marker, the player should click on it in the picture of the player on the left.
Selected visual marker will become highlighted.
The player can select any number of visual markers to be displayed.
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Devices
It is important to note that the Device tab will not be included in the first implementation of My
Swinguru but in later iterations
.

Device tab will display the information concerning external devices that may be used in My
Swinguru 2.x.
The following devices will be available:
1) Boditrak
2) Ernest ES14 / ES16
By default, all available devices would be disabled.
If the player tries to enable the device (selects radio button 'On') that is not available, the radio
button 'Off' will become selected automatically.
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Help
Help section will dislay information about how to get support.

8.3.5. Logout

In order to return back to the Profile menu the player should select Logout option from the
main menu. As soon as the Logout option is selected, a confirmation screen will be displayed.
If the user selects ‘Yes’ in the confirmation menu, he will be forwarded to the Profile menu.
If the user selects ‘No’ in the confirmation menu, he will return back to the Main Menu.
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8.3.6. Exit

In order to exit the application, the player should select Exit option from the main menu.
As soon as the Exit option is selected, a confirmation screen will be displayed.
If the user selects ‘Yes’ in the confirmation menu, he will quit the application.
If the user selects ‘No’ in the confirmation menu, he will return back to the main menu.
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Annex
Computer Performances
My Swinguru is a normal, 3D-based application and requires a standard 3D-capable personal
computer. However, the simultaneous display of 2D screens at high-definition resolution,
together with constant monitoring of swings for detection can lead to heavier loads of work for
both computer and graphic card. To maintain a fluid, responsive application, it is
recommended to run your Swinguru on a recent, 3D-capable, Direct X 11 - capable computer,
with minimum two USB-3 ports. On slower computers, you may reduce the quality of graphics
to maintain application responsiveness.
Recommended computer specifications :

Do you need confirmation that your computer meets the requirements?
Send an email to info@swinguru.com with the name and technical specifications of your
computer and we will send back asap the results of our analysis.
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Setup requirements
Camera placement
The camera should be placed at the player’s hip height, between 70-100 cm (2’11”- 3’4”) off
the ground. • Center the sensor horizontally in front of the user to be captured. • Place the
sensor on a tripod or flat, stable surface, away from any edges. • Make sure the front of the
sensor is not obstructed by power cords, computer cables, or other solid objects. Move the
camera as close to the edge as possible, so its view isn’t blocked by the stand itself. • The
Kinect requires a large rectangular space free of obstacles in front of it. We suggest a space
of 10 feet by six feet in front of the Kinect sensor. • Remove unnecessary furniture like tables,
chairs… • Make sure the Kinect sensor is in a well-ventilated space and its vents are not
covered. • Do not place the sensor on a vibrating surface.
Camera distances
The recommended distance between the user and the camera is around 200-280 cm (6’7” –
9’2”) but consider the distances as theoretical and may be adapted following your studio/room
settings. • This distance should not exceed 300cm (10ft). • The sensor should be able to
capture the entire body. Check if you can see your whole body (head and feet) in 2D view
within the blue frame.
Lighting conditions
Indoor & outdoor use • Swinguru with Kinect for Windows v2 can be used indoor or outdoor
under specific circumstances. • The Kinect is remarkably flexible in terms of operability under
various lighting conditions. That’s not to say that there aren’t things you can do to help it out a
bit, of course. Your enemies in this case are direct sun light and halogen light. Try to avoid
having either direct sun light or halogen light on the players while in play, and obviously don’t
shine light directly onto the sensor itself. • Kinect works best in dim, but not dark, conditions,
with even lighting throughout. • Lighting conditions may have an impact on the working of
some functionalities. • For 2D make sure the scene is properly lit, with sufficient light for the
camera take the highest quality images.
Clothing tips
Tight fitting clothing recommended. Really, just try not to wear shapeless or baggy clothing –
the Kinect sensor relies on being able to pick out limbs and joints, so don’t wear anything that
obscures your shape • Favor clothes with light and vivid colors. Avoid dark or black clothing
and specific materials (technical garments) that absorb light. • Hair tied back, but not up.
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Need help? We're here for you!
Do you have questions about your Swinguru? You want to explore and learn more about
your Swinguru ?
Do you need to talk to a specialist, or do you just want to know how to set-up your new
Swinguru system?

CHECK OUT OUR SUPPORT PAGE
https://www.swinguru.com/support/
CHECK OUT OUR HELP CENTER
https://support.swinguru.com/hc/en-us
You’ll find a comprehensive knowledge base chock full of helpful info and solutions to the
most common issues experienced by our customers.
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